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Green Words (Phonetic):

Red Words (Sight): 

Practice reading these sentences. 
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Letter sound /n/

Nan  puts  a  hat  on  Sad  Sam.
Tam  has  a  tan  

bow
  . 

Tad  is  mad.

in
hat
man

Matt’s
Nan
on

tan
and

has oh puts the loves
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 Nan  pats  Sad  Sam.
 Tim  pats  Tad  and  Tam.

Point to Nan.  Point to Tim.
How can you tell Nan and Tim like the dogs?

Nan has two dogs, Tam and Tad. Nan takes Tam and Tad over to visit Tim and Sad Sam.
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Nan and Tim decide to dress the dogs up.

Point to the hat. Point to the tie.

 Nan  puts  a  hat  on   
 Sad Sam.
 Tim  puts  a  

tie
  on  Tad.
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Tim and Nan think Sad Sam and Tad look great! What do they put on Tam?

 Nan  puts  a  tan  
bow

   
 on  Tam.

Point to the bow. Show something tan.
Make a Prediction: Will the dogs like wearing these things? (T-P-S)
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 Sad  Sam  is  mad.
 Tad  is  mad,  mad,  mad!
 Is  Tam  mad?

No, Tam is happy.
Have the children make mad faces.
Have the children make happy faces.

Does Sad Sam like wearing a hat? Does Tad like wearing a tie? Does Tam like wearing 
a bow?
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Just then, Matt comes home. Matt says:

 Oh,  no!
 Sad  Sam  has  a  hat.
 Tad  has  a  

tie
  .

 Tam  has  a  tan  
bow

  .
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 The  man  has  Sad  Sam.
 The  man  has  Tad and Tam.
 The  man  is  Matt’s  dad.

Demonstrate a scared face and have the children do it.
Have two children demonstrate chasing and catching.

Matt leaves the door open. The dogs run out of the house. The children chase them 
down the street. A man catches the dogs.
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 Sad  Sam  is  mad.
 Tad  is  mad.
 Tim  is  sad.

What should Tim do? (T-P-S)

Matt’s dad brings the dogs back to the house. Does Dad think it is a good idea to dress 
up the dogs? Dad says:
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 WOOF!  WOOF!
 Tam  loves the  tan  

bow
  .

 Tam  is  
happy

  .

Would you like to wear a tan bow? (T-P-S)

Matt’s dad takes the tie off Tad and the hat off Sad Sam. But what about Tam?



Discussion Questions | Lesson 7

Dogs in Hats, Dogs in Bows

1. Where did Nan take Tam and Tad? 

[Nan took Tad and Tam to visit Sad Sam.]

2. Why did Sad Sam and Tad run? 

[Sad Sam and Tad did not like to wear a hat and a tie.]

3. Why was Tam happy? 

[Tam likes to wear a bow.]
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